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"Douglas Adams meets Heart-Shaped Box...There are so many delightful surprises showcased

within these addictive and extremely witty pages. Anderson has a flare for rather classic

characterisation from Simon's introvert insecurity to the potty-mouthed loudness of his

alcohol-swilling Great Aunt Harriet (one of only three survivors of the Debovar dessert massacre), a

double act that should go down in literary history...Must read now! 5 STARS." ~ SciFiNow

"Gloriously quirky and hilariously inventive, Anderson's storytelling challenges that of the great

Robert Rankin for sheer tongue in cheek originality." ~ Liam Rudden, Entertainment Editor,

Edinburgh Evening News"A spiritual successor to Good Omens" ~ AK Alliss'I laughed, I cried, I

bought a fireside rug!' ~ Ian Pattison, creator of Rab C Nesbitt"Anderson rockets onto the scene

with this glorious romp of a book. It's packed with laughs, crazy adventures and characters you will

love. Perfect for fans of Douglas Adams and Neil Gaiman." ~ Kim Curran"Comedy gold!" ~ Heide

GoodyFifteen years after losing most of his family to a devastating, pudding-related tragedy, Simon

Debovar has settled into a life of self-imposed exile from the stinking, selfish morass of humanity.

Content that his daily highlights will include hazelnut coffee, a long bath and the occasional jar of

olives, his life is completely upturned by the discovery that his ornate living room carpet is the

deciding factor in a bet between God and Satan.When mysteriously well-timed carpet thieves

deprive him of the crucial heirloom, Simon is forced to leave his hermit's existence behind for a

world of angels, demons, witches and immortals.And then it gets complicated.
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Imagine the big bang was a little mistake that rapidly spun out of control, the result of divine siblings

messing around and being unable to stop it. Of course they roll with it, wagering on which species

will evolve to dominate. But the game was rigged from the outset so that it isnâ€™t supposed to end

in a stalemate.The title Carpet Diem is a play on the Latin for â€œSeize the Dayâ€•. In this case,

Justin Lee Andersonâ€™s novel might be called Carpe Vestis or Seize the Rug. A unique, ancient

artifact that Simon Debovar inherits from his uncle, a renowned archeologist, is the source

considerable divine interest. You see, what Simon has decided to keep as his living room carpet

proves to be the thirteenth and final piece of the ages contest pitting angels against demons. It is all

they need to resolve the eternal competition, but according to the Rules, they must have the present

owner give it to one or the other sides.The rug, along with the rest of Simonâ€™s considerable

inheritance, came into Simonâ€™s possession thirteen years ago after nearly all of his relations die

at a family reunion, the result of an apparent accident involving pudding. As the sole named heir he

becomes instantly loaded. And he, an asocial sort retreats even further from society, holed up in an

apartment as an antisocial hermit who generally hates people mainly because they smell bad.

Simon has disabled his doorbell to prevent anyone from ringing it. But then, after more than a

decade of silence, it sounds, waking him from his sleep. He doesnâ€™t answer the door so much

from the curiosity of who might be calling but instead to learn how, after all this time, it has managed

to ring. Those responsible are an unlikely pair, an angel named Daniel and a demon named Lily

who have come bearing propositions.
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